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Azure  / 36" Blade
Save 35%
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Color: Silver

            
                  
                  
                    Silver
                  
                


Core: Baselit V3
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                    Xenopixel V3
                  
                



      Variant

      
        
              Silver / Baselit V3 - $127.95
            

              Silver / Xenopixel V3 - $242.95
            


      

    

  

  
    Price:

    
      
            Sale price$127.95

          
            Regular price$196.95
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                          Description

                        


                        
                          
                            







Born from the outer rim territory’s unique materials and the sleek designs of Anakin’s interceptor, this powerful Azure saber offers many benefits to any wielder. Our professional artisans wanted to bring clean symmetry to this captivating saber by focusing on the details and unique customizations, including top-of-the-hit light features that will entrance any collector.

This is a blended saber with the ability for single or dual-wielder experts to showcase their specialized skills. The hilt has been extended so you maintain a comfortable and ergonomic grip during demonstrations or when you enter a dual situation.

We made sure to balance the center of gravity for precision, using durable T6 Aircraft Aluminum and polycarbonate materials along the hilt and blade for the ultimate in saber efficiency. With the refined design and polished silver presentation, this is a high-in-demand piece sought after by international and leading galaxy collectors, especially models with the Xenopixel V3 core.



                          
                              
                              View more
                            
                  
                    
                          Cores Explaned
                          
                        

                        
                          
                            
                              RGB a.ka. Baselit
is the more basic technology of lighting up the lightsaber blade. The saber features a powerful multi-color LED at the base of the blade. 
The blade is a hollow polycarbonate blade illuminated by the base LED. 
This choice is great for dueling, spinning and basic lightsaber effect.
Xenopixel and Proffie
are types of Neopixel cores. Unlike Baselit sabers they have a very bright strip of LEDs all along the blade. 
This design enables much more realistic lighting effects, such as the famous blade ignition.
Neopixel sabers come with more effects and higher grade electronics. 
You can check detailed description below.

                            

                          

                        


                  

                    
                          FAQ
                          
                        

                        
                          
                            
                              When will my order ship?
Our orders usually take 2-3 days to ship.
How long does it take to deliver?
Most orders take 7-20 days to get delivered. Exceptions do happen occasionally.
Will I be able to track my order?
You will receive an order confirmation and shipping notification emails. Please check your spam folder after placing your order in case you did not receive the order confirmation email right away.
What if my order gets lost?
We partnered with Route to provide protection against order transit issues. You can add the optional protection to your items when you add them to cart.
Is it hard to assemble the saber?
Assembly just requires securing the blade in the hilt using the provided screws and allen ranch. You can watch a short video here.
What is the difference between Baselit and SN Pixel, Xenopixel and Proffie?
SN Pixel, Xenopixel and Proffie are types of Neopixel technology. It provides more realistic and hi end effects as compared to Baselit. You can read more about it here.
I still have more questions.
You can ask them via the chat option, by contacting us via support@saberspro.com or posting them on the Product Q&A section below.

                            

                          

                        


                  

                    
                          Baselit V3 Features
                          
                        

                        
                          
                            
                              




12 Blade colors: 12 different blade colors changeable at the press of a button (Red, Blue, Yellow, Cyan, Ice Blue, Green, Pink, Orange, Puple, Pink-Green, Rose, White).

Xeno Configurator: Control lightsaber features via iPhone or Android app.

16 Preinstalled Soundfonts: Saber sound board has 16 different soundfonts (aka sound profiles) and blade lighting effects that go along. 

Included Soundfonts:
The protector, Wanderer, The knight, The assassin, The dark sword, New horizon, The chosen, Truly lost, Double agent, The princess, Fallen apprentice magenta, The dark lord order, The master, The 3rd hunter, The son, The dark empress

Smoothswing: Saber makes realistic lightsaber noises in response to motion. The latest soundboard provides precise and controlled saber movement sounds.

Duel ready: Tough and durable Polycarbonate blade is able to withstand heavy dueling against other sabers.

Flash-on-clash: When two saber blades hit each other or other objects they produce a characteristic lightsaber flash.

Motion ignition: twist the saber hilt to ignite or retract the saber.

Rechargeable battery: built-in recharge port with a powerful rechargeable battery removes the need to constantly replace AAA batteries. Battery charger provided.

Extended battery: While most batteries utilize a 1200mAh battery, this saber contains a more powerful 2000mAh rechargeable battery.

                            
                          
                        
                  
                    
                          Xenopixel V3 Features
                          
                        

                        
                          
                            
                              




Customization: The Xenopixel V3 board offers the full customization of and ability to add new soundfonts, blade lighting effects, blade colors, motion effects, and much more.

SD Card: 16 GB SD card to enable customization.

Xeno Configurator: Control lightsaber features via iPhone or Android app.

34 Preinstalled Soundfonts: Saber sound board has 34 different soundfonts (aka sound profiles) and blade lighting effects that go along. 

Included Soundfonts:
Whispers of Power, The Teacher, The Second, The Learner, The Dark Lord Revisited, The Champion, Serenity, Idyll, Hatred, Dark Ages, Cyber Terror, Codex of Light, Luke Skywalker, Scavenger Rey, Ray Skywalker, Master Yoda, Ascension Gun, Starlight, Revan, LOR SAN TEKKA, Cal Kestis, Darth Vadar, Darkness, ObiWan Kenobi, Count Dooku, The Emperor, Kylo Ren, Mark Pontillas, Darth Maul, Obiwan Kenobi, The Dark Sword, Scavenger Rey, Kylo Ren, Sailor Moon

Infinite Colors: Supports any color on the RGB spectrum. Color setting can be controlled via an app.

[image: Saber color selection]

Blade lighting effects: Color Change, Blaster Deflection, Saber Lock-up effect, Flash-On-Clash, Stab, Rainbow, Blade Spin, neutral light, stable and unstable colors, Motion activated Saber Ignition.

Sound Effects: the Neopixel board offers pre-installed sound effects that go along with blaster deflection, saber lock-up, stab effect, tip melt effect, and background music.

Smoothswing: Saber makes realistic lightsaber noises in response to motion. The latest soundboard provides precise and controlled saber movement sounds.

Flash-on-clash: When two saber blades hit each other or other objects they produce a characteristic lightsaber flash.

Rechargeable battery: built-in recharge port with a powerful rechargeable battery removes the need to constantly replace AAA batteries. Battery charger provided.

Extended battery: While most sabers utilize a 2000mAh battery, this saber contains a more powerful 3600mAh rechargeable battery.

Advanced audio: Powered by High-Quality Speakers with a 2/3 Watt & 4/8 ohm system

Blade: made our of durable polycarbonate. Inside an Extremely Bright 50-Watt pixel LED Strip.

Protection systems: battery overcharge protection, system overload protection, battery installing protection.

                            
                          
                        
                  
                    
                          Technical Specifications
                          
                        

                        
                          
                            
                              Hilt Material: T6 Aircraft Aluminum
Blade Material: Polycarbonate (PC)
Blade Length: 36" (92cm)
Charging Type: USB fast charging
Charging Time: 2-4 hours
RGB (Baselit)
Light: 12 Watt RGB LED
Battery: Rechargeable (18650  2000mAh 3.7V)
Charger: 5V, 1A only!
Speaker: 2-3 Watt, 4-8 Ohm, High Quality
Xenopixel and Proffie
Light type: 50 Watt
Battery: Rechargeable (18650 3600mAh 3.7V)
Charger: 5V, 1A only!
Speaker: 2-3 Watt, 4-8 Ohm, High Quality
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Your payment information is processed securely. We do not store credit card details nor have access to your credit card information.
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        What's Included?

            Your lightsaber order will come securely packaged in a special lightsaber box. 
	Lightsaber Hilt
	Blade
	Instruction Manual
	Blade Installation Toolkit
	Charging Cable
	Rechargeable Battery (Installed)
	Shipping Box

* The content displayed here is an example. The actual hilt and content of your box will match your order.



        

      



  







     Customer Reviews
     
 Based on 23 reviews
 
 Write a review     
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      W 
         
     Will      
    
 Buyer Beware My SN Pixel V3 Azure Saber showed up very quickly, but some of the features did not match what was promised; it only featured a few of the advertised colors, the electronics on the Saber did not match what is featured in their video, the grommets meant to hold in the saber's blade are too big for the holes drilled into the pommel, so the blade is only held in by a few grommets and I have several that are too big for the holes. Furthermore, within two weeks, the battery compartment failed, and needed to be replaced. The replacement process was quick and (mostly) painless, and the saber DOES have the feature that I bought it for, but I was quite disappointed with what showed up.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    J 
         
     Joshua      
    
  Very well built my daughter loves it.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    C 
         
     Carter      
    
  Sick saber. Got here before delivery date.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    M 
         
     Michael      
    
  Awesome. . The light effects r really bright .

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    M 
         
     Master Ace      
    
 Exquisite shine and modern look finish, beautiful to the eye I choose this because of the modern shine look.  Perfect to display, love the weight, the colors are AMAZING.  This is one of my finest buys!
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Free delivery worldwide

                    Free Standard Shipping on all orders. Learn more.

                  



            
      
        
        
        
        
        
      
    
Satisfied or refunded

                    Full refund available within 15 days. 6 months warranty. Learn more.

                  



            
      
        
        
      
    
Top-notch support

                    Quick customer support to ensure your questions or issues are solved

                  



            
      
        
        
      
    
Secure payments

                    Bank level security to ensure your information is safe

                  




    

  

    
  
    
                  
                    Our Mission
                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                        To provide the best lightsabers to the fans at fair prices with exemplary customer service and support. Our promise is to provide as good a customer service after the purchase as before. Our goal is to make you happy in the long run and earn your repeat business. Learn more.
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                              Become an Affiliate
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                    Contact Us
                    
                  

                  
                    
                      
                        Order Inquiries 
(Mon-Fri 1-5pm EST)
+1 866-950-6016
General Questions
Please use our chat or contact us page.
Mail
P.O. Box 1259
Melville NY
11747

                      

                    

                  

                

                  Join the order


                  Sign up to receive a discount code for your first purchase. Plus be the first to know about other deals, giveaways and more.
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